We demonstrate the execution model of a computing platform where computation is both incremental and data-driven. We call such an approach delta-driven. The platform is intended as a delivery vehicle for semantically integrated software, and thus lends itself to the semantic web, domain-driven development, and next-generation software development environments. Execution is transparent, versioned, and persistent. This technology -still at an early stage -is called domain/object.
OVERVIEW
Domain/object is a functional, persistent, versioned, transparent, incremental, reactive execution environment embedded in Java. Data values are "live" and update automatically in response to changes in dependent values, like cells in a spreadsheet. Our goal is to enable a new breed of application where components are integrated in a way only possible today with the help of large amounts of manual boilerplate.
Execution takes place solely by the propagation and interpretation of structural deltas. When a data value changes, the effects of that change are propagated recursively to all dependent data values, meaning that data values are "live" , not snapshots like variables are in traditional programming languages. Domain/object is thus a kind of dataflow language, and abstractly more similar to a spreadsheet than a standard programming language.
KEY PRINCIPLES
Liveness is the property by which data values always appear up-todate and is the essence of the "connectedness" required for true semantic computing. Liveness eliminates in quite a profound way any distinction between compile-time, in the traditional sense, and runtime. For example all test assertions are "live"; a test fails as soon as the programmer makes a change which violates the assertion. It also dispenses with the notion of control flow, leaving dataflow as the only mechanism by which work gets done. Continuing with the testing example, tests do not need to be written in the "make a change; make an assertion; make a change; make an assertion" style common with Java or C#. Test assertions must hold generally, not just when "control" flows over them. This is a significantly simplified programming model for reasons argued for in detail by other authors [3] .
Incrementality makes domain/object functions very flexible and naturally suited to interactive applications such as user interfaces, document editors and programming environments. In some cases, the incremental computation is actually faster overall than batch computation, because it can take advantage of intermediate results, particularly with problems that are amenable to the "strength reduction" optimisation common in optimising compilers. Full incrementality is clearly slower than batch computation for certain other kinds of problem, however; an area for future investigation is allowing non-incremental optimisations to be added transparently to a domain/object application.
Incrementality has two components: memoisation and adaptivity. Memoisation [6] is the caching of the value of a function for a given argument, and trades storage overhead and lookup time for compute time. The fact that certain domain/object primitives such as if() are non-strict in their arguments means that our memoisation scheme must not force arguments to be evaluated; work on this aspect of the memoisation design has only just begun and will probably be based on Hughes' work on lazy memoisation [5] . Adaptivity [1] is a strategy which ensures that only dependent data values are reevaluated when change occurs and trades the cost of maintaining explicit dependency information for the benefit of avoiding unnecessary computation. Domain/object functions are inherently both adaptive and memoised.
Bidirectionality -the ability to modify the output of a function and have its inputs adjust accordingly, as well as the other way aroundis central to the ultimate vision for the platform and also critical to its current intended use. Since bidirectionality, which is probably best understood more generally as a requirement to support nondeterministic computation, is fraught with both theoretical and practical issues, and intersects with many interesting areas of computer science research, it is likely to remain an active area of investigation for many years. For now our goal is to enable bidirectionality to an extent sufficient for our current purposes without the introduction of excessive ad hocery.
EXAMPLES
The domain/object platform is implemented in Java. At the time of writing, we support typical functional programming constructs such as conditional operators, arithmetic operators and list constructors. These differ from functions in conventional languages however in that their results are "live".
A reference is an expression that has been lifted into a purely reactive mode of evaluation. The following shows a simple domain/object program embedded in Java: When a reference is mutated, it notifies all of its dependent references which in turn propagate changes to their dependents, and so on. In this way data flows along dependency edges to resynchronise the state of all affected values. This scheme can be visualized as a simple expression-like dataflow graph as shown in Figure 1 above, which shows the construction of the expression times (5, plus(3,4) ) through application. Changes can propagate in either direction through the graph.
Partial application is intrinsically supported because all functions are curried. The iterated application of an n-ary function f() to m arguments (where m ≤ n) yields an (n-m)-ary function. Composing f() and g() is the same as applying f() to g(); in both cases, the output of g() is passed as the input to f(). Composition is just a name we might give to application when g() has unbound inputs.
Some new Java 5 features, such as static imports and "vararg" support, have made it relatively easy to embed domain/object in Java, with a pseudo-syntax similar to Lisp. The following shows the real domain/object code for insertion sort: A sorted list is a live expression: if list a is a sorted version of b, then that it is a sorted version of b holds generally, not just at the point in time at which sort() was applied. The combination of memoisation and adaptivity mean that as b changes, a is incrementally resorted.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Domain/object is currently untyped. One interesting possibility is how a type system might be added to the language. In eliminating the distinction between compile-time and runtime, the language might ironically lend itself better to a powerful type system, if we understand a type system as an abstract interpretation [2] and consider that abstract interpretation itself is a perspective on program analysis where "static" analysis and the detection of "actual" runtime conditions lie on a continuum. Future research will also concentrate on extending support for bidirectionality. Domain/object raises the bar of abstraction by pushing notification, versioning and persistence into the language runtime. Potential application domains include software factories [4] , interactive applications and domain-specific languages. While much remains to be done, domain/object represents an important move in the direction of truly semantic computing.
